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Abstract
Shear bands (SBs) play a key role in themechanical deformation of BulkMetallic Glasses (BMGs). The
key to obtaining an insight into the shear bandmechanism is to understand the root cause of shear
band initiation and propagation. SB initiation is a difficult event to capture, considering the negligible
macroscopic ductility of BMGs. It is the premature shear localisation in the nano scale which is
responsible for the noticeable brittle nature in themacro-scale. Plastic deformation of BMGs occurs
due to the formation of highly localised SBs of approximately10–20 nm in thickness. These then
propagate at a velocity of around 100ms−1 and results in catastrophic failure in both tension and
compression due to themicro-cracks formed through the coalescence of the nano voids. This study
develops a technique to capture the early initiation of SBs through awedge indentation test. Thework
found that incremental loading (a definite load applying incrementally by 1 kN in stages) did not affect
the overallmechanical response of the BMGmaterial, indicating that SB evolution can be examined
with an incremental indentation test. A predictive numericalmodel for SB initiation and propagation
in BMGs is presented using two approaches: a strain gradientmodel and an integral-type non-local
approach employing theVermeer–Brinkgrevemodelling strategy(Strömberg, Ristinmaa 1996).
Comparisons aremade between the outcomes of physical tests and numericalmodelling to obtain an
insight into the relativemerits.

1. Introduction

Bulkmetallic glasses (BMGs) are amorphousmetals which are relatively new class of engineeringmaterials
possessing unique set of chemical, physical andmechanical properties. They aremanufactured through a
quenching process that prevents forming long range atomic order which characterisemetals. BMGs consists of
elements interact with primarymetallic bonds (Greer et al 2013).

It is well established today that BMGs deformation dominate with Shear Bands (SBs)mediated plasticity,
and recently it waswell established a connection between number density of SBs at a notch tip andKIC (Narayan
et al 2018). One of themain obstacles to their widespread use is the absence of a fundamental structural theory to
describe their deformation behaviour. The concept of a shear transformation zone (STZ) byArgon (Argon 1979)
and thework of Spaepen (Spaepen 1977) advanced the understanding somewhat.However, STZ could not be
identified as a structural state associatedwith the atomic configuration of BMGs. The notion of free volume
emerged from thework of Spaepenwas subsequently developed to a level that it could be considered a structural
state variable. Several authors (Dai 2012, Greer et al 2013) have proposed that strain localisation occurs easily by
free-volume disordering; increase of free volume due to deformation. In a recent advancement, the idea of ‘glass
dislocations’ (Nelson 1983) has been applied (Acharya andWidom2017) to understand themicro-scale
structural deformation of BMGs.

Experimental investigation of SBs initiation requires careful procedures due to advanced sample
preparation/fabrication requirements. Themain difficulty with experimental observation stems from the
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extremely small thickness of SBs (around 20 nm) and also their transient nature (nanosecond time scale) (Greer
et al 2013). Currently due to the technological limitation, SB initiation and propagation can only be analysed
‘ex situ’ and cannot be analysed ‘in situ’. This ismainly due to the abovementioned transient nature of SB
initiation. Some in situmethods available are acoustic emission and high speed camera.However have several
disadvantages; high sensitivity for temporal resolution and inability to obtain SB development without shear
offset respectively (Xie et al 2018). Therefore, numerical simulation has turned out to be not only an attractive,
but also probably the onlyway to understand SBs. In fact, ourmain objective in this presentedwork is to predict
the initiation and propagation of shear bandswith numerical simulation. In addition, it is still not known yet (in
indentation of BMGs) if SBs initiate from surface of the sample/within a location of the sample volume or, from
both locations simultaneously.Hence our secondary objective is to study the propagation directions of SBs in
localised deformation such as indentation.

Representation of initial free volume content is important in amodel as it governsmicro scale as well as
macro scale softening. Free volume of BMG specimen is generated by the quench process duringmanufacturing
of BMGs and growswhen the specimen is subjected tomechanical deformation (Li and Li 2007). Amount of free
volume retained in liquid phase of BMG ismuch higher than the solid phase. It has been found that
concentration of free volume rely upon the quenching process such that decrease of free volume, for decrease in
cooling rate and vice versa (Lu et al 2018). Though their concepts of a shear transformation zone and free volume
remain relevant, themodels presented by Spaepen andArgonwere one-dimensional and hence could not
capture the 3D stress-strain states (Cheng andGhosh 2013). Among the 3D finite deformationmodels available
in the literature, only thework by Yang (Yang et al 2006) andVaidyanathan (Vaidyanathan et al 2001) provides
hints toward recent developments in this area. The former work is based on the vonMises failure criterionwith
free-volume dependent viscoplasticity taken into account. The approach has the advantage of capturing features
over awide range of temperatures and hence is able to reproduce experimentally observed stress-strain curves.
Furthermore, recent experimental indentation results indicate that the vonMises criteria are inadequate to
describe the deformation of BMG (Cheng andGhosh 2013). Vaidyanathan compared the experimental nano-
indentation behaviour of Vitreloy-I with those predicted by simulations and found a good correlation using the
Mohr-Coulomb criterion.Work of Vaidyanathan (Vaidyanathan et al 2001) andZhang (Zhang et al 2003) also
confirms the influence of hydrostatic pressure on fracture surface orientation and yielding. Recently Cheng
(Cheng andGhosh 2013) proposed a constitutive framework incorporating finite deformation kinematics, the
Mohr-Coulomb criterion and a kinetic law that governs evolution of the density of free volume. Their work can
explain the transition between inhomogeneous and homogeneous deformation.

Initiation of a SB is an important event whenmodelling deformation of BMGs as it can give rise to a sequence
of phenomena such as flow localisation, SB propagation, nano-void formation, and coalescence, leading to a
macro scale fracture. In themacro scale, negligible plasticity of BMGs compared to a crystallinematerial, is
caused by early initiation offlow localisation. There is still a lack of understanding ofmechanisms responsible
for the initiation and propagation of SBs at themicro scale. Definingmicro-plasticity forMetallic Glass is not
sincere as crystals; since there are atomically disordered structures of a glass for local plastic transition at any
stress. For instance, there is evidence of irreversible atomic rearrangement evenwell below themacroscopic yield
stress (Maaβ andDerlet 2018). These aremost likely to be SB formation as a result of complex loading
geometries.

In present work an alternative technique based on a phenomenological constitutivemodel to predict the
initiation and propagation of SBs originating beneath the indenter is presented. The approach is able to capture
the initiation and propagation of the SBs in BMGs adequately (detailed experimental work is available in
(Nekouie et al 2018)). Themodel based on the experimental observation ofNekouie et al has provided new
insights into SB initiation and propagation in Zr-Cu based BMGs under inhomogeneous loading conditions. To
validate the numericalmodel, a wedge indentation experiment was carried out.

2.Materials and experimental procedure

AZr-Cu based BMGwith a nominal composition Zr48Cu36Al8Ag8 (at%)was selected for this studywhichwas
produced at IFWDresden of Institute for ComplexMaterials, Germany. The supplied samples were sectioned
usingwire electric dischargemachining (EDM) into rectangular specimens of approximately
40 mm×5 mm×2 mm.All samples were polished to amirror finish before experimentation and their
structure was inspected using x-ray diffraction (XRD) (RigakuUltima-III diffractometer)with aCu-Kα
radiation target. To study SB evolution, an interruptedwedge indentation procedure was performed on a BMG
specimen. The high-speed steel (HS 6-5-4)wedge indenter was designed andmanufactured in-house (see
figure 1) to have a 60°wedge angle and a19.5 μmedge radius. The tests were conductedwith an Instron 3345
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testingmachine using a displacement rate of 0.5 mmmin−1 and an applied load range of 1 kN–3 kNwith 1 kN
increments (Nekouie et al 2018).

3. Theoretical background

Continuummodels developed to describematerial deformation behaviour can be divided into threemain
categories as strictly local, weakly non-local and strongly non-local theories (Bazant and Jirásek 2002). Strictly
local (also referred to as classical plasticity)models, consider stress at a point which uniquely depends on the
current deformation or its history at that point only, and hence the effect of length scale, which represent the size
of localisation zone, is not included.When the tangent stiffnessmodulus are non-positive definite, the damage
zone volume reduces to zero.Hence the structure fails at zero energy dissipation even though the energy per unit
volume isfinite. As a remedy, a constraint on the Finite Element (FE) solution is essential to account for the
diminishing element size. This inherent FEmesh dependent deformation localization can be removed by
considering a length scale (l). A constitutivemodel that incorporates l is commonly referred as a non-local
model. In these, l reflects the transmission ofmicro structural information to the neighbouring points within a
certain distance. A variety ofmodels developed to describemetal plasticity already incorporates l (Aifantis 1984,
Fleck andHutchinson 1993, Fleck et al 1994, Tveergard andNeedleman 1995)).We have exploited l in the
currentmodel to implement aspects of strain gradient theory and Integral type non-local theory to capture the
early localisation event.

3.1. Local/classicalmodels for plasticity
Classical constitutive plasticitymodels in differential forms are always treated as strictly local. Several
experimental studies on the tensile (θT) and compressive (θc) fracture angles of BMGs byDonovan
(Donovan 1988) andZhang (Zhang et al 2003) indicate that deformation and fracture of BMGs do not obey the
vonMises criterion. The observed fracture angles in the range of 0°<θT<45° and 45°<θc�50°, indicate
that normal stress plays an important role in addition to the shear stress. In this study, theDrucker-Prager (DP)
yield criterion is usedwhich is a pressure dependentmodel incorporating both vonMises and hydrostatic
stresses. TheDP failure criterion is implemented through user subroutines of theMSCMarc software and can be
defined as follows (Toi et al 2004):

s s s f= ¢ ¢ - ( )p
3

2
3 1eq ij ij

Where, seq is the equivalent stress, s¢ij the deviatoric stress components, f thematerial property and p the
hydrostatic pressure. Thefirst term after the equality symbol represents the vonMises stress. An associated flow
rule is used to define the plastic strain increment of thematerial. One drawback in classical plasticity in studying
micro/nano-scale phenomenon is, it lack length scale in it description to reflect the transmission ofmicro
structural information to the neighbouring points. The expression (1) represents strictly local behaviour and
several additional terms are required to account for the non-local behaviour.

3.2. Strain-gradient theory
Strain-gradient theory help refine the kinematic description of themodel by capturing the spatial resolution of
thematerial not solely by conventional strain, but also by strain gradients (second derivatives of displacement).
This way the stress evaluation is guided by bothmaterial properties and the local neighbourhood points. Since
the neighbourhood is arbitrarily small, thesemodels are termedweakly non local.

The strain-gradient concept is widely used in crystal plasticity theory to include the length scale which
capturesmaterial size effects (Fleck andHutchinson 1993). Here, the strain-gradient approach is used in

Figure 1. Schematics of thewedge indentation setup for SB observation showingwedge dimensions: Front view (a) side view (b).
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particular to localise deformation softening at points which represent the free volume of the BMGspecimen.
Calculation procedure of the strain gradient at each gauss point g( )( )i

G is illustrated using the following pair of
equations:
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Where y is theNabla operator, -J 1 the inverse of the Jacobian, g( )i the equivalent plastic strain components at
each i th gauss points, y( )N i the shape functions y the natural co-ordinate system and Y i the location of
integration points with respect to the natural co-ordinate system. The resultant strain gradient g R
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The gradient dependent yield criterion (F) can be expressed as

s s g= - +  ´( ( )) ( )F l1 5eq y R
i

Where sy is the yield stress, seq the equivalent stress and l the length parameter necessary to adapt the yield
criterion in order to be dimensionally consistent.

3.3. Integral type non-local plasticity theory
The numericalmaterialmodel was implemented using the integral-type non-local plasticity theory inwhich the
constitutive law at a given point of a continuumwas applied using theweighted averages of a state variable over a
certain neighbourhood of that point. A linear formulation that combines a local softening variable with a non-
local softening variable (Vermeer-Brinkgrevemodel) (Strömberg andRistinmaa 1996, Rolshoven 2003)was
used in the followingway

k k k= + -ˆ ( ) ( )m m1 6

Where k is the non-local parameter, k the local parameter and m a parameter that governs the degree of local or
non-local nature of parameters used in the formulation. In this study, the local parameter is considered to be the
strain gradient at each integration point. The yield criterion incorporates integral type non local theory where
parameterm binds the portions of weak (m=0) and strong (m=1)non-local effects (termweak implies that
strain gradients at several integration locations around thematerial point are incorporated in the calculation
whereas strongnon-local behaviourmeans that the effect of strain gradients of all integration points within a
volume of a sphere at amaterial point is considered). The numerical range ofm is restricted to 0 and 1. Several
test simulationswere performedwithm values other than the above values but the yielded results did not provide
any physicalmeaning considering thatm in the ranges;m<0, 0<m<1, 1<m represent amix of bothweak
and strong non-local behaviour. To include the decay of interaction effects with distance between twopoints, a
non-local average function a¥( )x x,0 is used. The non-local average, k

-
of a localfield k( )x is defined as

(Strömberg andRistinmaa 1996)
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The function a¥( )x x,0 was selected such that the impact of the local variable k is inversely proportional to the
distance between x and x .0

The averaging function therefore is expressed as
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which is validwithin a chosen sphere of influence of radius b (figure 2). Equation (7) can bewritten as follows in
terms of thefinite-elementmesh discretization (Qu et al 2015):
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Here, N is the number of integration points within the domain and a¥( )x x,i j can be used to calculate the
averaging function between ith and jth integration points. The variable wj represents theweighting coefficient at
the jth integration point. The yield criterion can then be derived as

s k k s= - - - -( ) ( )F m H mHW1 11eq i ij j y

where H is the hardeningmodulus.

4. 3DFinite-elementmodel

The constitutivemodels were implemented on theMSCMarc 2014.1 non linear Finite Element (FE) software
platform through a set of user-defined subroutines. The deformation regimewas studied using 3D continuum
elements with adaptive re-meshing. The extent of free volume orweak-site was determined as a percentage of the
total sample volume. Theywere in-cooperated in the FEmodel by random generation; hence discrete
deformation can be obtained. Similar approachwas considered by (Yu et al 2017) to simulate rolling onBMGs,
though the plasticitymodel was not analogous to us. Theseweak-sites defined thefluctuation of free volume or
chemical heterogeneity of the BMG specimen and controlled the energy barrier of SBs (Nekouie et al 2018). As
reported byNekouie (Nekouie et al 2018), SBs aremostly initiated from theseweak sites. The implemented
constitutive framework used theDrucker-Prager yield criterion to represent hydrostatic effects and an
exponential softening law tomodel the disordering process of the free volume. The framework involves strain
gradient theory and integral type non-local approach to improve the resolution of non-homogeneous
deformation fields. The numericalmodel was validated against the experimental results obtained fromwedge
indentation tests.

4.1.Wedge indentation
Wedge indentation is a novel technique used to overcome somewell-known limitations of nano andmicro-
indentations. In a traditional indentation experiment, SBs are not easily visible since they occurwithin the
material volume below the indenter. Therefore, wedge indentationwas employed here to observe the evolution
of SBs in the BMG specimen volume by carefully studying the orthogonal plane of the indentation. Thewedge is
made of high speed steel with a 60 °wedge angle and 19.5 μmtip radius. The dimension of the BMG specimen
testedwas approximately 40 mm×2 mm×5 mm.

Figure 2.The spherical volumewith a radius bwhichwas considered for the averaging functionwithin 3DFE domain (numbers
indicates the volume element and black dots the nodes).
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4.1.1. FEModel development
The 3DFEmodel of thewedge experiment was developed as shown infigure 3(a). The BMGspecimen sizewas
limited to a volume of 144 μm×513 μm×691 μmfor computational efficiency. The 3DFEmodel consists of
approximately 105 hexahedral elements with afinermesh (element size of 6.25 μm) at the region of contact with
the indenter. Themesh size of 6.25 μmwas decided aftermesh sensitivity analysis. Our studies show that the
chosenmesh is sufficient to capture SB propagation in thematerial. To depict free volume sites, spatially random
locations in themodel were assignedwith exponentially softening post yield properties while the surrounding
regions are represented by a linear hardening bulk domain as shown infigure 3(b). It was shownby our
experimental studies (Nekouie et al 2018) on nano –indentation of individual SBs that higher displacementwas
recorded up to peak load than thosemade in the bulkmaterials, which indicate SBswere softer and should be a
softening domain under deformation. Automaticmesh refinementwas not considered on the elements
representing free volume, with it being activated only on the surrounding bulkmatrix when thematerial point
reached to plastic state. It is because a local inelastic constitutive law at that regionwith strain softening damage
will lead to spurious localization of damage into zero volumewith zero strain energywith smallmesh size. Upon
mesh refinement of the softening elements, it will converge to a solutionwith vanishing energy dissipation in
structural failure (Bazant 1976). In free volume regions, upon softening, the lowest stress level was prevented
frombecoming negative.We assumed that free volume contentmay notmigrate within thematerial volume
under inelastic state. Even if this is the case, wewould not expect our observations/conclusions to be noticeably
different. Furthermore Liu (Liu et al 2010) claims based on their study that overall plastic deformation and the
ultimate strength are determined by SB propagation rather than the nucleation of embryonic bands and limited
influence of sample surface concern that the initiation of SB ismainly governed by the intrinsic structures and
properties of BMGs. The thickness of the SB in the FEmodel is governed by themesh refinement level. Local
adaptive remesh technique available inMSCMarcwas used to refinewhen equivalent plastic strain of a certain
integration point reach to 0.01. The valuewas used to settle both computational power and SB thickness after
careful observation of the equivalent plastic strain contours. The indenter was considered as a rigid contact body
with the geometry identical to the indenter used in experiments.

Dai and co-workers (Dai et al 2005,Dai and Bai 2008, Jiang andDai 2009) presented a coupled thermo-
mechanical deformation of BMGundergoing 1D shear deformation. Their analysis revealed that production of
free volume aided the abrupt increase in the temperature before the instability. Their work led to an expression
for the onset condition for—SB instability and the internal scales involved in the coupling softening instability;
were converted into internal free—volume and thermal scales. Dai (Dai 2012)measured the internal length scale
and represent whether the instability would occur easily or not; it was shown that the internal time scale and
measured how fast the instability initiates with free volume/thermal softening or softening based on both. It was
also shown that the internal scales will decrease as the strain rate increases and the internal free-volume length
and time scales are well below those for the thermal softening case, indicating that shear instabilities caused by
free-volume creation occurredmuch easier and faster than in the thermal softening case. At low strain rates the
thermal internal scale and time scale is very large and, hence thermal strain softening occurs with great difficulty.

Figure 3. (a)Dimensions of the 3DFEmodel and (b)The boundary conditions and the representation of randomness of the wedge
indentation studywith strain gradient theory.
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Since—SB instability occurs even at quasi static loading, it is probable that the strain localisation initiates from
free-volume softening. Based on the above analysis it was decided that thermal softening could be disregarded.

Appropriate boundary conditions are imposed to represent the physical experiment. Both Z faces (front and
back face)were constrained in displacement in the Z direction (UZ=0) andX faces (right and left faces)were
constrained in displacement in the Xdirection (Ux=0). Bottomof the specimenwas constrained in all three
displacement directions (Ux=Uy=Uz=0) (figure 3(b)).

Misalignment of the indenter withwork piece plays an important role inmicro indentation. The effect of
misalignment of the indenter on the force-deflection response is studied by varying the angle a and b, as shown
infigures 4(a) and (b).

The algorithm for non-local plasticity is computationally expensive. Hence, effort was concentratedmore in
the vicinity of the indentation (figure 4(c)) half of the domainwasmodelled (figures 4(d) and (c))with an
element length of 2.5 μm.To surpass this, other efficient computational procedure is warranted in future
studies, thus non-local plasticity can be used formuch larger size FEmodel.

For numerical analyses, a series of studies were conducted on severalmodel parameters and the
misalignment angles a and b to determine thematerial properties that would be in best agreementwith the
experimental results (table 1).

Angle b did not effect to the simulation results significantly, hence b was considered to be∼0°. The initial
free volume content was considered to be at a lowpercentage (2%of thematerial volume)which remained at
that level during the deformation regime. The parametric studies revealed that the overall result would not be

Figure 4. (a)Angle ofmisalignmentα: misalignment in the ZY plane and (b)β: misalignment in theXY planemeasured between the
indenter and specimen (c)Half 3DFEmodel forwedge indentation (d)Boundary conditions imposed on the 3DFEmodel forwedge
indentation studywith integral non-local theory.
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affected even though the volumewas significantly increased. Theflow stress of the free volume sites was set to
decrease exponentially to 80MPa from the initial yield stress of 1850MPa, and remain at that value. This
reduction offlow stress would occurwithin an equivalent plastic strain range of 0.0–0.5.

5. Results and discussion

TEMstudies showed that only broad amorphous peakswere present and no indication of crystalinity was found
through the presence of Bragg’s peaks (seeNekouie et al 2018). As reported byNekouie et al dark field TEM
images also confirmed the absence of crystalline phases in the sample and Selected AreaDiffraction (SAED)
pattern showed only a set of diffused rings typical for an amorphous structure of glassy nature. Characterisation
of SBswith TEMalso confirmed an amorphous structure with no evidence of nano-sized crystallites.

5.1. Experimentationwithmicrowedge indentation.
As stipulated by Liu, (Liu et al 2010)mechanical response of a BMG specimenwhich is subjected to an external
stress can be classified into three different stages: an elastic region, an intermediate regionwith rapid strain
hardening, and a steady state plastic deformation region (perfect plastic). Following the elastic region, there is a
clear evidence that the specimen analysed in this work is in the rapid strain hardening condition of the final
deformation stage.

In the single loadingmode, the desired load level is reached by a single indenter displacementwhereas in
incremental loading, the same load level as the singlemode is applied but by increments of 1 kN. Themeasured
indentation imprints for single (2 kN) and incremental loading (1, 2 kN) showed that the difference in the
indentationwidths for the twomodes was less than 5%.A similar result was obtainedwith 3 kN and 1, 2, 3 kN
loading in the single and incrementalmodes, respectively. In contrast tomicro- and nano-indentation, the
results demonstrated thatwedge indentationwas capable of providing an incremental study of SB propagation.
Figure 5(b) presents the incremental indentation test using loads from1 kN to 3 kNwith a1 kN increment of
1 kNperformed at the same location as the singlemode. As can be seen infigure 6(b), the incremental loading
has not affected the overallmechanical response of BMG, indicating that the evolution of deformation can be
examinedwith an incremental indentation test. As shown in the inset figure 5(b), the residual imprints of the
indenter for the first (1 kN) and second (1–2 kN) incremental loadingwere approximately 22 μmand 50 μm,
respectively. As shown on the force-displacement curve (figure 5(b)), the initial displacements of the indenter in
order to be reengagedwith the specimen in the second (1–2 kN) and third (1–2–3 kN) incremental loadingwere
also equal to 22 μmand 50 μm, respectively. Hence, it can be concluded that the incremental load-displacement
curve is reasonable and repeatable, and the area underneath the load-displacement curve can be used to calculate
thework done for the total deformation including elastic, plastic and damage deformations.

5.2. Influence of strain-gradients on shear band initiation and propagation under non-homogeneous
deformation: Analysis with strain gradient plasticity.
The primarymotivation for performingwedge indentationwas to characterise the initiation of SBwithin the
material volume. Figure 6(a) compares the force-displacement (F-D) curves of thewedge indentation by
experiments and simulation. The results are in good agreementwith the experiment. The initial discrepancy up
to a displacement of∼16 μm is due tomisalignment a (figure 5(a)) of thewedge indenter. Simulationswith zero
misalignment show that the expectedmaximum force would be higher by∼54% than the currentmaximum
force. The effect of m is not clearly visible due to themisalignment. This demonstrates the significance of the
misalignment of the indentation setup on the results. Figure 7(a) illustrates the SB patterns propagated inside the
specimen volume aswell as on the surface of the specimen. It is clear that SBs on different cutting planes have
distinct patterns. This is due to the randomdistribution of the free volume sites in thematerial volume.
Randomness of the free volume sites governs the density of SBs aswell as the propagated patterns. Figure 7(c)
shows that SBs are not initiated on a plane that lies along the length of thewedge indenter. This was observed in
our experiments as on (Nekouie et al 2018). The effect of strain gradients on the initiation and propagation of
SBswere studied and the load-displacement curves for different length parameters (l)were comparedwith the
experiment. (Figure 6(b)).

Table 1.Materials and Simulation Parameters used in the Analysis.

E (GPa) ν σy (MPa) μ H (MPa) α (°) β (°) Φ

70 0.35 1.85 0.1 200 0.2 0 0.16
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Though free volume softening is exponential, experimental observation reveals (figure 6(b)) that force
increases with displacement. This is due to the fact that the flow stress of thematerial domain surrounds free
volume sites that rise linearly with no constraint; hence the hardening response dominates the softening
response from the F-D curve. Similar observationwas noted experimentally by Liu andCo-workers (Liu et al
2010) that this strain hardening occurs due to the energy barrier of Shear Transition Zones (STZ). Atmicro level,
energy barrier level varies within thematerial volume due to amorphous nature. At ‘weak sites’ due to lower
energy barrier, activates initially and gets exhaustedwith the deformation. These ‘weak sites’ controls the energy
barrier for operation of SBs. Once these ‘weak sites’with low energy barrier get exhausted;much higher loads are
required to overcome ‘weak sites’with large energy barrier.

Figure 7(b) clearly distinguishes some slight differences in the equivalent plastic strain results. Nevertheless,
comparing figures 7(a) and (b), it is obvious that the plastic strain distribution is not significantly affected by the
strain gradients. The evidence originating from figures 6(b) and 7(b) could lead to the fact that the strain gradient
effect arising from internalmaterial behaviour is not observed as a dominant factor in SB initiation and
propagation for indentation processes. Thismay be due to the indentation, by nature, being leading to a non-
homogeneous deformation that induces a strain gradient because of the tip geometry.We believe it is this effect
that causes the strain gradients to arise and to a lesser extent due to differences in thematerial constitutive
description between the bulk and the free volume.

Figure 8 elaborate the series of SB initiation and propagation events with the displacement during thewedge
indentation. Equivalent plastic strain of value greater than 0.05was initially observedwhen the indenter was
displaced 6 μmfrom the FEmodel. The effect of themisalignment of thewedge indenter would be clear from
figure 8(a) that portion of the volumemarked in red colour has yielded initially. This confirmswedge initially
contact this surface and later the other surfaces as the indenter displaced.Major SBswas observed from the
surfacewhen the indenter was displaced by 14.3 μmand later number of SBswere initiated and propagated on

Figure 5.Experimentallymeasured Load—Displacement curves for single (a) and (b) incremental loadingmodes. The insets show the
indentation plastic depth for 1 kN (left) and 1–2 kN (right).
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various directions. It is learned from the FEmodel that propagation directions cannot be quantitatively
predicted as it depends on the distribution of free volume (density of free volume) of the indentingmaterial
volume. It is also observed that considering the area underneath the indenter surfaces (wedge surfaces), the
sample surface will yield tomuch higher level for higher friction coefficient values. This occurs due to large
friction forces in addition to the normal forces due to indentation. Under these circumstances, it is clear that
plastic strain initiating from these regionswould continue to propagate into the specimen volume and combine
with the other softening volumes (free volume) beneath the surface. It is equally important to note that surface
roughness of the samplewill play amajor role in experiment setup as SBmay originate from locationswith
greater surface roughness and propagate to inner domain to combinewith SBs originated from free volume (in
thematerial domain). These locations on the specimen surface are stress raisers (stress concentration) and
impact adversely on the post indentation analysis of SBs.Hence surface preparation (polishing) is highly
warranted prior to experiment studies of BMGs. From figures 8(c) and (d) it is further shown of localised yielded
locations. These locations are free volumes regions (represented as strain softening elements) and it is clear on
our second objective of the study that SBs are initiated due to strain localization originating fromboth free
volume locationswithin the generalmaterial volume (under the indenter tip) and plastic strain originated from
the surface of the specimen simultaneously. Apparently, if there are surface discontinuities (stress raisers) or free
volume zones adjacent to the indenter/specimen interface, we believe SBswould have already initiated and
propagated andwould not be visible even in the SEM images due to crushing downwardmovement of the
material volume close to the indenter tip. This is also clear from the insets from figure 5(b). Fromour FEmodels,
free volume zones were included close to the specimen surface (figure 3(b)). Notwithstanding for the shown
equivalent plastic strain region (shown in legend) SBs are not shown for low displacement of the indenter but is
significantwhen the indenter is reached 25 μmand 30 μm. (figures 8(e), (f)). In aid of this, we believe that SBs
can still be formed underneath the indenter in simulations but needmore resolution in themesh to visual
representation.More resolution accompaniesmore computational cost.

Figure 6. Force-displacement curves obtained bywedge indentation FE simulations forα=0.2° andweak site content of 2%. (a)with
different length scales (b).
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5.3. Influence of strain-gradients on shear band initiation and propagation under non-homogeneous
deformation: Analysis with integral non-local plasticity.
Asmentioned, an important part of our study in integral non-local plasticity is theVermeer-Brinkgravemodel.
According to equation (10), for strong integral non-local plasticity, radius ‘b’ of the sphere (figure 2)was chosen

Figure 7.Equivalent plastic strain contours (a) inside the specimen volumewithout g R
i effects and (b)with g R

i effects (c) alongYZ
planewithout g R

i effects.
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Figure 8.Total equivalent plastic strain contours for the deformed domain forμ=0.2,α=0.2° andweak content of 2%at each
vertical displacement (d) of the indenter.
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such, thewhole FEmodel was enveloped by the sphere (figure 4(d)). The local variable k is chosen to be the
strain gradient at each integration point within the envelope.

It is not possible to compare the experimental work directly with the non-local plasticity procedure,mainly
due to the restriction of FEmodel size by virtue of expensive nature of the computational procedure. It was
observed that themodel (figure 9(c))with conventional plasticity yielded plastically at a higher load and
occurred directly underneath the indenter. For studies on ‘weak’non-local and ‘strong’ non-local plasticity
analyses (figure 9(a),(b)), the initial yielding localised at the same loading level for bothmodels, but at lower
levels than the conventional plasticity (strictly local)model; occurring within the specimen volume (not
particularly underneath the indenter). Nevertheless, correlatingwith the conventional plasticity, it is clear that
onset of yield occurs earlier. It is apparent from this observation that ‘weak’/‘strong’non-local integral plasticity
models forecast early onset of plasticity for the BMG specimen at themicro scale compared to conventional
plasticity. BMGs behaviour, at themicro scale, demonstrate significant plasticity and a narrow elastic region.
This ismainly due to the abrupt initiation of SBs and their propagation. It is, therefore, reasonable to conclude
that the significantly brittle nature (low elastic range) in themacro scale deformation of BMGs, is a direct result
of the SBs originating at themicro scale. These SBs lead to distinct cracks and ultimately form a fracture surface.
Since ‘strong’/‘weak’non-local integral plasticity demonstrates early onset of plasticity we believe the procedure
is suited for predictingmicro scale plasticity and also explains themacro scale brittleness in BMGs. The
computational procedure can be further developed to use inmuch larger FEmodels. This will aid us to predict
SB initiation accurately like the current study but formuch largermodel andwill be used to study in simulation
of continuum scale engineering devices andMEMSdevicesmade of BMGs. The observed behaviour through FE
model using ‘weak’ and ‘strong’non-local procedures are independent from the chemical composition of the
BMGs; so as themechanism of SB initiation and propagation at physical setup. The commondeformation
mechanismof BMGs as it would be is, it increases their internal free volume as they plastically deform, these
dilatation causes nano-voids that ultimately leads to plastic deformation.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce an experimental technique and a numericalmodelling schemewhichmodel the
initiation and propagation of SBs in BMGmaterial, undergoing inhomogeneous deformations inmicro scale. A
relatively new technique, wedge indentationwas employed for an incremental study of SB propagation. SB
initiation and its propagation cannot be studied experimentally from ‘in situ’ techniques. Nearly all studies have
the common trend; the patterns are observed and investigate in subsequent to SB propagation. This fact has led
us tomaneuver into simulation andnumericalmodels; and is a convenient as well as necessary tool to perceive
about inception and propagation of SBs.Numericalmodels accounting for the softening showed distinct SBs in
wedge indentation studies on the surface as well as in thematerial volume. These SBs are restricted to a plane
perpendicular to thewedge z axis (figure 1(b)) and not in parallel direction. The later observation can only be

Figure 9.At inception of yield for FEmodel replicatingwedge indentation (a)Only ‘weak’non-local effects; (b). Only ‘strong’non-
local effects; (c)with general Drucker-Prager plasticity.
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noticedwith simulations of numericalmodels; since SB observationwithin thematerial volume is still not yet
possible with current instruments.

It was also observed fromour numerical simulations that, under localised deformation, SB initiate from free
volume zones beneath the indenter and plastic strain contours from the surface simultaneously and propagates
along counter directions to form SBs. The study also indicated thatmisalignment of the indenter was the
primary source of errorwhichmanifested in the recorded F-D curves, especially during the initial part of the
indentation process. Complete elimination ofmisalignment of an indenter is a tedious process in experimental
conditions. Numerical simulations play amajor role to determine these issues.

Initiation and propagation of SBs for BMGs have a regular pattern andmechanism. Shear banding of BMGs
arewell known to be caused by free volume exist in the sample. Free volumes exist in BMG sample from its
synthesis stage due to amorphous atomic arrangement and induce chemical heterogeneity. Resistance to
deformation is reduced in these localised regions (softening) under loading. This resistance is considered to
control the energy barrier for the operation of SBs (Nekouie et al 2018). In continuum scale, local yield stress of
these ‘weak sites’was used as the control parameter (‘energy barrier’) in the FEmodel. Since ‘weak sites’
represent within the bulk volume in continuum scale, our study considered similar yield stress in local as well as
the bulk volume.However, the ‘energy barrier’ can be differed for each ‘weak site’ due to distinct free volume
arrangements. The hardening response of overall F-D curve is due to the exhaustion of the lower-energy sites,
and higher loads are required to activate other SBswith higher ‘energy barrier’. It was clearly observed that SBs
are onset from the ‘weak sites’ represented by the FEmodel, Plastic strain incurs by these ‘weak site’ are united
with the plastic strain emanating from the surrounding ‘weak sites’, hence the inception of SB and propagation
of these SBs linking each ‘weak sites’ depicts coalescence of free volume.

Three theoretical approaches (conventional plasticity, weak non-local plasticity and integral plasticity)were
adopted in the study and all were computationally implemented using commercial FE codeMSCMarc using
user subroutines. One notable limitation of integral non-localmodel is the expensive nature of the
computational procedure.More computational algorithms arewarranted to improve computational cost.

It was shown, with the help of the integral non-localmodels, that for localised non-homogeneous
deformationmodes (indentation), yield initiation predicted earlier than the conventional andweak non-local
plasticity approaches. As described in section 5.3, this observation endorses significant plasticity inmicro scale
and brittle behaviour inmacro scale. The procedure specified in this work can be applied to study SB initiation
and propagation in any type of BMGs under quasi-static loading conditionswith different indenter geometries.

It can be concluded that integral non-localmodels aremore efficient for predicting early onset of SBs in non-
homogeneous deformation (such as indentation) than the conventional plasticity (strictly local)model and
strain gradient plasticitymodels. The only limitation in the implementation of the integral non-localmodel
currently is the high computationalmemory requirements.

For non-homogeneous deformation from the indentation, the strain gradient effects introduced by the
‘weak’non-localmaterialmodel were not significant compared to that of the gradient effects observed by virtue
of the indenter tip’s geometry. This was observed clearly by F-D curves and equivalent plastic strain contours. As
a result, the length scale l was usedmore as a parameter to be dimensionally consistent rather than a physical
parameter.

In the next stepwewill consider the effect of strain gradients on the SB initiation and propagation for
homogeneous uniformdeformation.
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